Healthcare
Industry Solutions
•	
Enhance the patient experience and
safety, help to put patient care first.

•	
Reduce manual processes to save time,
improve efficiency and reduce cost.

•	Easy integration into existing systems
whilst protecting sensitive data.
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Healthcare applications
Toshiba solutions help to directly improve measurable objectives such as service levels and patient
care outcomes, understanding that managing costs and improving efficiency are also of key
importance. We have developed unique applications that are easy to integrate into existing systems,
protect data and at the same time enhance the patient experience.
With our extensive portfolio, we can propose fast, reliable and accurate technology throughout the healthcare and pharmaceutical
marketplace. We understand the pain points and have solutions that reduce physical interactions, minimise errors, optimise workflows
and accuracy of information, whilst at the same time are eco-friendly, future-proofed and deliver a low total cost of ownership.

Mobile pharmacy solutions

Administer drugs at the bedside to
reduce errors, improve efficiency and
enhance the patient experience.

Interactive kiosk and display
screens

Interactive screens for easy
navigation around the hospital, as
well as displaying information and
advertisements.

Managed IT services

Desktop printing solutions

Batch printing

Document management
systems

Keep your data and infrastructure
secure and running efficiently.

On-demand, high-output printing,
supporting multiple interfaces and
GS1 barcode.

LCD hand sanitiser station

Removes physical interactions, with
the ability to display live messaging,
for staff and patients.

Compact, versatile, desktop printing
makes it easy to record and track
patient details.

Improve document access and
collaboration, for better patient,
customer and employee experiences.

Fully approved consumables

A full range of approved consumables
to support the widest range of
healthcare applications, from tickets
and labels to wristbands and blood
bags.
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Efficiency and reliability with innovative barcoding
solutions
Toshiba specialist barcode and labelling solutions for healthcare organisations can help to enhance the
patient experience and save valuable time and money. Innovative, future-proofed products with
proven operational benefits.
And, with a wide range of Toshiba consumables available, all applications are covered. Our solutions aim to:

·
·
·
·
·

Enhance the patient and staff experience.
Protect patient records and data.
Improve efficiency with workflow optimisation and accuracy.
Improve internal processes with patient safety, as the primary objective.
Integrate quickly and easily into existing systems.

Portable label solutions
Pharmacy/Mobile Pharmacy - For high quality, accurate labels, with the flexibility
of many different label sizes.

·
·
·
·

Free up hospital beds faster, by dispensing medicine at the bedside.
Takes pressure of the pharmacy.
Reduce repatriation risk.
Improve the patient experience.

Desktop printing solutions

Desktop printers
Desktop Dispensary Printing - Low-cost, small footprint, multiple interfaces, with
fast processing and high quality print.

·
·

Guarantees barcode quality.
High quality clear finish.

Industrial printing

High performance
industrial printing

Production/Batch Label Printing – Large capacity label rolls, for industrial labelling
applications requiring high speed batch printing.

·
·
·

High volume, high speed.
GS1 barcode support.
Multiple interfaces.

Consumables
Toshiba Ribbons
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Optimise your document workflows
with print and scan solutions
Whatever the processes within your healthcare environment, optimising your document workflows
along with simplifying your daily actions can be seen as a major challenge - but essential to improving
the operational performance.
Toshiba multifunction printers (MFPs) offer reliable and efficient print, scan and copy
functionality, and simplify common operations:

Productivity

·
·

Direct access to the most used features with the customisable touch-screen interface.

·

Automatic capture (OCR1 on-board) of documents directly from the MFP.

Automate the most complex jobs to enable the processing of large volumes of
documents in one operation.

Mobility

·
·
·

Printing or scanning from, or to mobile terminals.
Direct access to cloud print/scan services.
Wi-Fi printing.

Security

·
·
1

Access control with authentication functions provides optimal security of data.
Advanced data protection against intrusion with a secure hard drive on board.

OCR: Optical character recognition

Improve productivity and maximise cost
efficiencies with electronic document management
The amount of information healthcare organisations have to manage is constantly increasing.
Whatever the source of the data, be it paper or digital, you must be able to classify, store, share and
manage the documents quickly and securely.
Time saving

Security

·

·
·

Toshiba enables you to process all of your information quickly and
efficiently through:

·
·

Intelligent and automatic capture tools for indexing, naming
and filing incoming documents.
Powerful electronic document management tools to scan,
index, view, share and archive your documents securely, locally
or in the cloud - reducing search and filing times.
Automated workflows to streamline document validation
circuits and optimise your business processes.

Our electronic document management solutions increase security
and provide more control and traceability, providing you with:
Secure and encrypted access, even from external systems.
Full traceability of users and actions performed.

Customer service

Increase the quality of service to patients and staff members as a
result of improved data capture and analysis.
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Information and flow
management
RFID

Pharmacy
labels

DATA
WAREHOUSE

Prescriptions

CRM

Patient notes and
data
Capture / Scan
Indexing / Archiving
Personalisation of documents
Sharing of documents

SMS

Email

DATABASE

Consumables

Sustainable development

Toshiba has a toner production plant in
Dieppe, unique in Europe, for great
responsiveness in supplying its customers
(drop-shipments).

All Toshiba products are RoHS and REACH compliant.

To ensure perfect print quality, the choice of consumables
(toner, labels or ribbons) is essential.

Toshiba also offers ribbons and labels certified for
each application (health, chemicals, food, textiles,
automotive, etc.). These consumables improve print
quality and provide the best results while minimising
the wear of consumable parts such as the printhead.

Toshiba is engaged in the design and production of
products with low environmental impact. The group
creates environmental quality standards for each
product, in line with the most demanding demands
of the industry.

In addition, we calculate and offset the total
footprint of a Toshiba device, through our Carbon
Zero programme; from parts procurement,
manufacture and transportation, providing
complete carbon neutral devices upon delivery.
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Protect, communicate and navigate with digital
signage solutions
Toshiba’s visual communications technology delivers scalable, end-to-end solutions enabling you to
provide information through digital display and kiosk solutions.

LCD Hand Sanitiser Stations

Toshiba can help protect patients, staff and visitors with the introduction of
intelligent LCD Hand Sanitiser stations:

·
·
·

Automatically dispense alcohol based or alcohol free foam or gel sanitisers, whilst
also displaying relevant messaging.
Advantages are clear removing physical interaction as no touching of hand pumps
or bottles is required.
Display scheduled and live messaging, including the latest WHO & NHS England
Media content as well as company messaging.

Digital Screens

Digital displays can help you communicate important messaging, as well as provide
vital information for dedicated healthcare teams:

·
·
·
·
·
·

In key visitor areas, informative information, combined with medical
advertisements.
Potential to generate revenue streams from medical advertisers.
Keeps patients/visitors informed and potentially entertained whilst waiting.
24/7 operation.
Easy content management can change on demand.
Multi-purpose applications.

Interactive Kiosk

To help navigate the complex hospital infrastructure, for patients and visitors:

·
·
·

Interactive way finder provides information on routes around hospital for easy
navigation.
Can display key messages and important notices and health and safety
information.
Potential to generate revenue streams from medical advertisers.
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Protect your IT infrastructure with
Managed IT Services
As well as increasing patient protection, changes in healthcare IT must come with the highest
commitment to security due to the need to protect data and infrastructure. We have the right solutions
to ensure you are protected from cyberattacks.
Security against cyber attacks

Toshiba’s Managed Security Services provide the protection you need to ensure your organisation is protected from cyber security threats.

Total email protection

Comprehensive security against advance email-borne threats. Prevent spam and phishing attacks and secure you data against accidental
and malicious loss of data.

Advanced network security

Robust protection to secure your network and applications from advance threats.

Robust infrastructure management

Ensure business continuity with Toshiba’s Infrastructure Support services. Responsive and reliable solutions helping you proactively
protect your data and reduce downtime.

Remote monitoring and management

Monitor your your networks with a fully managed 24/7, 365 monitoring solution that proactively remediates server and software issues as
they arise and also aligns with change management policies.

Data backup

Ensure mission critical data is protected and recovery is rapid and reliable with a fully managed, secure and scalable data protection
platform.

Disaster recovery

Immediately respond to worst case scenarios and protect your data from downtime - gain complete control over your sites and easily
recover from ransomware, corruption and any other disaster.
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For more information please contact one of our consultants:
Toshiba Tec UK Imaging Systems Ltd.
Telephone
0843 2244944
Email
info@toshibatec.co.uk
Website
www.toshibatec.co.uk
www.toshibatec.co.uk/what-we-offer/sectors/healthcare
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